INTRODUCTION
The mitochondrial DNA molecule (mtDNA) is a small, circular genome present typically in multiple copies in each mitochondrion. The human mitochondrial genome is approximately 16 600 base pairs in length. Ninety-three percent of the human mtDNA molecule codes for 13 peptides, two rRNAs and 22 tRNAs, leaving only a small section of non-coding sequence which includes the D-loop and a few non-coding nucleotides. The 13 mtDNA-encoded peptides form part of the electron transfer chain of the mitochondrion, with the remaining essential proteins encoded in the nuclear DNA. Human mtDNA, and vertebrate mtDNA in general, is highly strand-asymmetric in cytosine and guanine composition. The light strand is enriched in cytosine and de®cient in guanine, while the heavy strand is the reverse. Twelve of the 13 protein genes (all but the ND6 gene) are translated from the light strand.
Since the publication of the complete sequence of human mtDNA (1) , it has become the focus of intense research interest. mtDNA is inherited almost exclusively down the maternal line, and has been used to study evolutionary history (2) , population migration (2,3) and in forensic medicine (4) . In addition, an increasing number of human diseases are attributed to mutations of mtDNA (5±7). The last two decades have seen major advances in our understanding of the molecular evolution of mtDNA and the molecular pathogenesis of mtDNA diseases, but many questions remain unanswered. For example, phylogenetic and family studies have shown different rates of mutation in different regions of the mtDNA that cannot be explained purely in terms of known functions of mtDNA or corresponding amino acid sequences (8±11). A greater understanding of the mtDNA sequence, and its susceptibility to mutation, has broad implications in all of these areas. One way of tackling this problem is to analyze the mtDNA sequence carefully using statistical techniques that can identify patterns that are not immediately apparent to the naked eye.
In this paper, we apply a hidden Markov model segmentation technique to the human mitochondrial DNA genome. This technique segments a DNA sequence using nucleotide probability patterns at each sequence location. The segmentation may depend on mononucleotide, dinucleotide or trinucleotide patterns. For the human mitochondrial genome, the best segmentation found was based on dinucleotide information. The resulting segmentation is very closely related to the organization of the genes along the DNA sequence, information that was not used in the segmentation method. We describe the correspondence between the DNA segmentation and the gene organization, and then give an interpretation of this relationship. Finally, we compare our segmentation results to two databases of human mtDNA mutations and polymorphisms and show that the segmentation can be *To whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel: +1 540 231 8999; Fax: +1 540 231 2606; Email: dsamuels@vbi.vt.edu explained as the result of a variation in the guanine substitution rate with sequence position.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sequence data accession
The human mtDNA genome used was the Revised Cambridge Reference Sequence (rCRS) (12) , a revision of the sequence determined by Anderson et al. (1) which incorporates a small number of corrections due to sequencing artifacts and other technical dif®culties during the original sequencing (1, 12) . The rCRS is the complete sequence of a single human individual of African descent (i.e. it is not a consensus sequence). Aside from two small, hypervariable sections in the D-loop, variations from the rCRS within the population are small (13) and are not likely to affect the genome segmentation signi®cantly. We obtained the rCRS from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) as ®le NC_001807[gi:13959823], and followed the original numbering scheme for the gene positions (1) . All of the analyses were run on the light strand sequence. Analysis of the nucleotide and codon distributions along the mtDNA genes was done using the STADEN package. The mitochondrial gene map and the amino acid maps for the mtDNA-encoded proteins used in the analysis of the segmentation results were taken from the MitoMap web site (www.mitomap.org) (14) . This information was not used in the HMM analysis and was only used in our interpretation of the segmentation results.
Data for the mutation and polymorphism analysis were taken from the MitoMap website and the Human Mitochondrial Genome Database (mtDB) website maintained by Uppsala University (www.genpat.uu.se/mtDB). The mtDB database contains mtDNA polymorphisms while the MitoMap database contains both polymorphisms and pathogenic mutations. Only the mtDNA sequence outside of the non-coding D-loop was used in the mutation analysis. To compare the number of mutations found in the different segmentation categories we have used Bayesian con®dence intervals (CI) using non-informative priors. Con®dence intervals that include zero indicate that the difference is not statistically signi®cant.
Statistical analysis
Hidden Markov models are commonly used to reveal segmented structure in DNA sequences (15, 16) . These models are¯exible in terms of the number of homogeneous categories used, the organization of these categories along the genome and the complexity of the sequence structure within each category. The model assumes that both the hidden component, representing the segmentation, and the observed sequence within each category each follow Markov chains of a speci®ed order. Order 0 chains give segmentations based on single nucleotide probabilities, while in order 1 chains, nucleotide probabilities depend on the previous base and are therefore related to the dinucleotide properties of the sequence. Order 2 chains are based on tri-nucleotide properties and are the highest order chains considered in our analysis. Both the segmentation and the actual sequence are described by a set of transition probabilities. In this paper, we use an HMM-based method that also estimates the number of homogeneous categories and the complexity (order of Markov dependence) of the observed sequence. The method is implemented using modern computer intensive Markov chain Monte Carlo Bayesian techniques (17) . It takes as inputs prior distributions describing likely values of the model parameters and it outputs distributions for these parameters that combine this information with that in the DNA sequence, together with a probability distribution for the locations of the segments. Parameter estimates and their precision are obtained using the means and standard deviations of these posterior distributions. See Boys and Henderson (18) and Boys et al. (19) for a more detailed description of the model and implementation.
In this analysis, the highest probability segmentation was achieved with an HMM of ®rst order, based on the sequence transition matrix P(j|i) where i and j refer to the four bases. For example, the matrix element P(C|A) is the conditional probability that the sequence contains a C at a particular location given that the previous location contained an A. Each segmentation category is de®ned by a different matrix P(j|i). Within each category, the stationary nucleotide probabilities NP(i) are given by the solution of the implicit equation
The dinucleotide probabilities DP(i,j) can then be calculated using
RESULTS
Segmentation probabilities
The application of the segmentation method to the human mitochondrial genome results in a most probable segmentation using three categories based on the nucleotide sequence transition probabilities (an order 1 chain). The analysis gives a very high posterior probability of greater than 90% that there are three segmentation categories. The probability distributions de®ning these three categories are given in Figure 1 . The estimated sequence transition probabilities P(j|i) for the three categories, given by the means of the distributions in Figure 1 , are 
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The order of the elements in the rows and columns of these arrays is (A,C,G,T). The precision of these estimates is useful in evaluating the importance of differences in the array elements given in equations 3±5. This is given by the standard deviation of the probability distribution for each array element: 
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The standard deviations of the estimates can be seen in Figure 1 as they are related to the width of the probability distributions.
The stationary nucleotide probabilities NP, calculated using equation 1, for the three categories are where again the order of the elements is (A,C,G,T).
The dinucleotide probability matrices DP calculated from equation 2 for each category are 
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A map of the probability of assignment of the mtDNA to these categories is given in Figure 2 ; see (19) for details on how these probabilities are calculated. The segmentation map of the mtDNA into the most probable categories is given in detail in Table 1 .
DISCUSSION
We have applied an HMM segmentation analysis to the entire human mtDNA sequence. Our analysis identi®ed three categories based upon adjacent nucleotide transition probabilities with segment boundaries that correspond well to the boundaries of known mtDNA genes (Table 1 and 
Category 2 corresponds to tRNA and rRNA genes while categories 1 and 3 correspond to the protein-coding genes. mtDNA gene positions are given where they are ®rst mentioned. Column 4 gives the difference between the segment and gene boundaries, where applicable. We only list the difference between the leading edges of the gene and segment positions since the genes are all either contiguous or separated by only a few non-coding bases so differences at the trailing edges are the same as the leading edge differences of the following segment.
the 19 segment boundaries that we identify with gene boundaries. The only differences in boundary position larger than 100 base pairs occurred at the edges of three small groups of tRNA genes (serine 1 and aspartic acid at 7445±7585, lysine at 8295±8364 and threonine and proline at 15888±16023).
The overall pattern indicates that category 2 segments correspond to the tRNA and rRNA genes, and categories 1 and 3 correspond primarily to the protein-coding genes, with the category 3 segments appearing at the 3¢ or 5¢ (or both) ends of most of these genes. This gene location information was not used in the HMM segmentation analysis. Curiously, the noncoding displacement loop is not assigned to a separate category, but is instead covered primarily with categories 1 and 3, with a small section (66 bp) of category 2. Only a single tRNA gene fails to be included in category 2 (tRNA glutamic acid at location 14674±14742) and a short 45 bp segment in the middle of the 16S rRNA gene is assigned to category 3 instead of category 2.
The interpretation of the results of the segmentation of a DNA sequence by a statistical algorithm is often dif®cult. With a segmentation based on the probability of the transition between nucleotides along the sequence, the difference in the categories is in principle determined by the differences in the 16 transition probability distributions plotted in Figure 1 and summarized in equations 3±8. The distinctions among the categories may be caused by subtle differences distributed over all 16 of these probability distributions. However, we were able to interpret much of the results of our segmentation analysis from just a consideration of the individual nucleotide frequencies. In Table 2 , we give the frequencies of the four nucleotides in the total mtDNA, and in the combined segments assigned to each category. The nucleotide frequencies given in Table 2 are very close to the stationary nucleotide probabilities for each category given in equations 9±11. We initially focus our discussion of these sequence patterns on the single nucleotide frequencies, and then speci®cally on how the dinucleotide properties are helpful in interpreting category 2.
Strand asymmetry in¯uences the dinucleotide segmentation of mtDNA
The frequency of guanine and cytosine determines the strand asymmetry of mtDNA, which is a fundamental property of the genome. Over the entire human mitochondrial genome there is a large strand asymmetry (20) , but the degree varies throughout the sequence and is the most extreme in category 3 ( Table 2 ). This can also be seen in the third column of Figure 1 , where the probability distributions for guanine in category 3 (green) are signi®cantly shifted to lower values.
Strand asymmetry can be measured by the Chargaff differences (A±T)/(A+T) and (C±G)/(C+G) (21) . In Table 2 , we show that the C±G Chargaff difference varies signi®cantly between the three categories. Category 1 has a C±G Chargaff difference virtually identical to the mean value for the entire mtDNA, though it accounts for only 50% of the total genome length. The C±G Chargaff difference in category 2 is much smaller and conversely the C±G Chargaff difference in category 3 is much larger than the average values. In order to function properly, the RNA transcribed from the tRNA and rRNA genes (category 2 segments) must be able to fold into stem±loop structures and this requires a signi®cant amount of strand symmetry over the length of these genes, and thus a low Chargaff difference.
Although strand symmetry facilitates RNA folding, the formation of stem±loop structures requires palindrome strings of complementary bases. Information about the sequence order of the bases is contained in the dinucleotide and higher order statistics. Table 3 shows the differences in the probabilities, DP (equations 12±14), of pairs of complementary dinucleotides (such as AG and CT) in each segmentation category. Category 2 segments do contain the lowest values, The sum of these values is lowest in the category 2 mtDNA, indicating that complimentary dinucleotide pairs occur in nearly equal numbers in this category. This is consistent with the need to form stem±loop structures in the RNA synthesized from the tRNA and rRNA genes encoded primarily in these segments of the mtDNA. Since the 95% CI do not overlap, these differences are statistically signi®cant. This difference in the dinucleotide properties of the RNA and the protein-coding genes is one possible explanation for why the best segmentation of the human mitochondrial genome was based on the sequence transition probability, a dinucleotide property. The functions of the tRNA and rRNA genes constrain their sequence structure, allowing them to be separated from the rest of the mtDNA molecule by the HMM segmentation. This highlights the value of the HMM technique in identifying logical sequence patterns in the mtDNA that are not immediately apparent to the naked eye.
Category 1 and 3 segments
Although both categories 1 and 3 contain low amounts of guanine, the probability distributions in Figure 1 and the numbers in Table 2 show that this is most marked for category 3 segments. To determine whether this difference is re¯ected in the corresponding protein sequence, we measured the occurrence of G in each codon position for the protein gene segments assigned to either category 1 or 3 (Table 4 ). This analysis included practically all the protein-coding mtDNA since only very small sections of these genes were assigned to category 2. In cases where the boundary between category assignments occurred within a codon, we shifted the boundary to the nearest codon edge. This, of course, never requires a boundary shift of more than one base pair. We did not include the ND6 gene since this is the only protein gene that is transcribed from the heavy strand and its inclusion would complicate the codon analysis unnecessarily. The small overlapping gene sections between the ATPase8 and ATPase6 genes, and the ND4L and ND4 genes, are also not included since no unique codon positions could be assigned there. The guanine abundance is indeed very low in the third position of the codons, but there is little difference in this value between the gene segments assigned to categories 1 and 3. The difference in the guanine abundance lies instead in the ®rst two positions of the codons resulting in an actual difference in the amino acid compositions of these segments of the proteins (Table 5 ). Compared to category 1 segments, the parts of the proteins encoded on category 3 gene segments of mtDNA had a lower abundance of all but one of the amino acids requiring guanine in the vertebrate mitochondrial code. Only arginine was not depressed in category 3 segments, and that amino acid occurs in low and nearly equal frequency in both category 1 and 3 mtDNA segments. The amino acids alanine, glycine and valine appeared much less often in the category 3 segments of the mtDNA-encoded proteins than in the category 1 segments.
Considering the spatial distribution of the categories, with category 3 segments occurring on one or both ends of many genes (Fig. 2a) , it is reasonable to suspect that this category corresponds to some property of the encoded protein, such as hydrophobicity. However, we found no pattern in the physical and chemical properties of the amino acids with large differences in abundance between category 1 and 3 segments. We compared the differences in amino acid abundances (column 5 of Table 5 ) with various amino acid properties; number of Gs required in the codon, hydrophobicity [using The rows are ordered by the size of the difference in the codon abundances. All, except one, of the amino acids requiring guanine (in bold face) appear with lower abundance in category 3 than in category 1 segments. The exception, arginine, occurs at nearly identical and low amounts in both categories. In column 2, we use the notation N = A, C, G or T; Y = T or C; R = A or G. Figure 3 which shows a comparison of the location of the category 3 segments to the guanine distribution along the sequence (Fig. 3A) and to the hydrophobicity pro®le of three mtDNA encoded proteins, ND1, ND2 and COX I (Fig. 3B) . Since the hydrophobicity pro®le of these proteins varies rapidly, for clarity we only show this section of the mtDNA, comprising approximately one-quarter of the total mtDNA. This section of mtDNA was chosen because it contains two genes, ND1 and ND2, with large category 3 segments and one gene, COX I, with no category 3 segments. While the relationship between the position of the category 3 segments and the guanine abundance minima is clear (Fig. 3A) , there is no apparent relationship between the category 3 segments and the variations in hydrophobicity of the amino acids in the proteins. We conclude that the segmentation is determined directly by DNA sequence properties, in this case guanine abundance, and not by any physico-chemical property of the encoded proteins that could exert a selection pressure on the evolution of the genome. The best segmentation model, with a posterior probability of greater than 90%, used three order one categories. Our interpretation of category 2, covering the rRNA and tRNA genes, requires an order one model based on dinucleotide statistics while our interpretation of categories 1 and 3 is based only on nucleotide abundances and could have been de®ned by order zero models. We examined the best order zero model results (data not shown) and found one category corresponding very well with our category 3, another category corresponding well to category 1, but no single order zero category corresponding to the rRNA and tRNA genes in category 2. This is in agreement with our interpretation of the meaning of the categories. However, the posterior probability of the best order zero segmentation was much lower (<50%) than the probability of the best order one segmentation, so there must be signi®cant differences between categories 1 and 3 in their dinucleotide properties, in addition to the large and obvious difference in guanine abundance.
What determines the low frequency of guanine in category 3 segments of mtDNA?
In the following section, we will focus our discussion in terms of the light strand, though of course any changes could be due to mutations of the complementary bases on the heavy strand.
Studies of mtDNA mutation frequencies (26) have shown that over the whole human mitochondrial genome, guanine is the least stable nucleotide, while cytosine is the most stable and adenine and thymine have intermediate stability. The de®ciency in guanine in the category 3 segments could therefore be due to an increased mutation rate of guanine in the category 3 mtDNA segments. Over many generations this would lead to a decreased number of guanine residues in these sequence segments. To test this hypothesis, we compared the sequence segmentation to the positions of observed point mutations listed in two independent databases, MitoMap and the mtDB from Uppsala University, to determine whether the mutation frequency of the nucleotides varied among the segmentation categories (Table 6 ). We included all reported point mutations (transitions and transversions) within the coding region, de®ned as all of the mtDNA sequence outside of the D-loop. We only used the coding region so that the large number of observed mutations in the hyper-variable regions of the D-loop would not dominate our analysis, and we did not include deletion or insertion mutations.
As of March 2003, there were 783 nucleotide positions in the coding region with observed mutations listed in the Figure 3 . A comparison of the positions of the category 3 segments, shaded in green, to (A) guanine distribution and (B) predicted hydrophobicity. The guanine abundance was calculated using a sliding window of length 201 bp. The predicted hydrophobicity was calculated using the Kyte-Doolittle scale averaged over a sliding window of 21 amino acids and is plotted as a function of the base pair position of the codons for each amino acid. Due to the rapid variations in predicted hydrophobicity, only three genes (ND1, ND2 and COX I) are plotted. No relationship between the predicted protein hydrophobicity and the category 3 locations is apparent in this plot, but the location of the category 3 segments clearly corresponds to sequence regions with low guanine abundance. This plot shows that the low guanine content of category 3 is true for each segment individually, not just for the average taken over all the segments.
MitoMap database and 1775 mutated nucleotide positions in the mtDB database. In the mtDB database, the number of tested individuals with each listed polymorphism is given, but that information is confounded by inheritance effects and population dynamics and cannot give us a measurement of the mutation frequency at each base position. We have used the information on the number of individuals with each polymorphism to provide an upper limit in our analysis of synonymous mutations given below. Though one cannot precisely de®ne mutation rates from these databases, we can show that the probability of mutation at a particular site depends both on the nucleotide and the sequence position.
For the sections of mtDNA in each segmentation category, we counted the number of each nucleotide with a reported mutation, and divided this by the total number of that nucleotide in that segmentation category (columns 2±5 of Table 6 ). A database generated from measurements from a larger population sample will detect more mutations, so in order to compare results between databases, we normalize these values by the ratio of the total number of all reported mutated sequence positions in the coding region in that database divided by the total length of the coding region. For the MitoMap database this normalization factor was 783/ 15445 and for the mtDB database it was 1775/15445. These normalized values are given in columns 6±9 of Table 6 . We labeled this quantity`mutation intensity'. If the frequency of mutation is independent of sequence position and nucleotide type then this normalization would give the value 1, aside from random noise due to sampling effects. However, we observed the same clear pattern when this analysis was carried out on data from the two independent databases. Guanine bases were mutated more often than the other nucleotides, and this enhanced mutation is largest in the category 3 segments (Table 6 in bold type). Neither adenine nor cytosine showed much variation in mutation intensity over the three categories, but in both databases, thymine had a slightly elevated mutation intensity in the category 3 segments.
In the mtDB database, 92% of the guanine point mutations in the coding region of the light strand were G to A transitions. Is the difference between the segmentation categories due to changes in the guanine transition or transversion rates? To determine this, from the mtDB database, we calculated the percentage of guanine bases in each segmentation category (in the coding region) with recorded transitions or transversions to (A,C,T) respectively. For category 1 mtDNA segments, these values were (14.9, 0.4 and 0.2%). For category 2, they were (10.2, 0.4 and 1.1%). For category 3, they were (22.9, 0 and 2.9%). The increase in the guanine mutation intensity in category 3 segments compared to the category 1 and 2 segments is primarily due to an increase in the G to A transition.
These observations can be explained in two ways. The most direct interpretation is that the G to A transition rate is variable along the mitochondrial genome and is highest in the category 3 segments. An alternative interpretation is that the guanine mutation rate is uniformly high along the mitochondrial genome, but there is a strong selection pressure against guanine mutations in categories 1 and 2. To distinguish between these two possibilities, we analyzed just the synonymous mutations recorded in the each database, since these mutations would not be in¯uenced by selective forces acting at the protein level. The guanine mutation intensity is higher for synonymous mutations (Table 7) than it is for all mutations (Table 6 ), but the pattern of higher guanine mutation intensity in category 3 than in category 1 persists. It is reasonable to interpret the synonymous mutation intensity as re¯ecting the true rate of mutation formation, before selection effects occur.
In the analysis of the synonymous mutations in the MitoMap database, the difference in the mutations for the codon 3 guanines in categories 1 and 3 is not signi®cant, since the 95% CI of (±0.0709, 0.3036) contains zero. There are two dif®culties with this analysis. First, it is dif®cult to detect signi®cant differences in this data since in category 3 there are only 34 codon 3 sequence positions containing guanine. Columns 2±5 record the number of reported mutations of each nucleotide in each category of human mtDNA, in the coding region. To allow us to compare the data from databases of different sizes, in the last four columns, we de®ne a mutation intensity as the value in the ®rst four columns divided by the normalization (total number of all mutated bases in coding region/total length of coding region). Guanine bases were mutated more often than the other nucleotides, and this enhanced mutation is largest in the category 3 segments shown in bold type. The`All' rows give the values over the entire coding region for comparison. We found evidence of a difference in the guanine mutations in categories 1 and 3 for the MitoMap data, with the 95% CI of (0.0063, 0.1105) excluding zero. There is strong evidence of this difference in the mtDB data, with a 99% CI of (0.0115, 0.1773).
Second, approximately half of those sequence positions are listed in this mutation database so it is very likely that the same sequence positions have mutated independently multiple times, but this analysis interprets each mutated position as a single mutation event and will thus undercount these mutations. So the measurement of the mutation intensity of guanine in category 3 from the MitoMap database is a lower limit to the actual value. The mtDB database contains the number of individuals sequenced with each polymorphism. It is likely that some of these individuals have inherited these polymorphisms from common ancestors, but if we do interpret the number of individuals with a polymorphism as indicating the number of times that each mutation has occurred then this analysis gives an upper limit to the actual mutation intensity. By comparing this with the lower limit from the MitoMap analysis, we gain a better understanding of the true mutation intensity. The values, listed in Table 7 , calculated from the two independent databases are not very different. In the mtDB data, we have strong evidence of the difference in the guanine mutations between categories 1 and 3, with 99.9% CI of (0.0011, 0.0066). The high mutation intensity of synonymous guanine mutations in category 3 segments indicates that the heterogeneous guanine mutation rate occurs independently of selective forces acting at the protein level, and is a direct property of the mtDNA sequence itself. It is interesting that only some of the respiratory chain polypeptide genes contain category 3 regions. None of the mitochondrial genes of complex IV (COX1, COX2 and COX3) contain any category 3 segments. In contrast, all of the mtDNA genes of complex I (ND1, ND2, ND3, ND4, ND4L, ND5 and ND6) contain category 3 segments, as do both of the complex V genes (ATPase6 and ATPase8). The single complex III gene in mtDNA (Cyt b) contains only a short section of category 3 mtDNA at the beginning of the gene, and another short and fairly low probability category 3 segment at the end of the gene (Fig. 2) . This distribution of the segmentation implies that the complex I and V genes, with their high category 3 content, have experienced a greater mutation rate than the complex and III and IV genes. The evidence presented here suggests that the different rates of evolution of the different respiratory chain complex genes are at least partly independent of protein structure and function, and are an innate property of the genome itself.
We have identi®ed hitherto unrecognized patterns within the mitochondrial genome sequence, and provide evidence that there is a heterogeneous mutation rate of mtDNA. We have shown that the synonymous mutation intensity of guanine is largest in the category 3 segments and that the difference in guanine abundance between category 1 and 3 segments does not noticeably in¯uence the predicted physicochemical properties of the corresponding polypeptide sequences. These results suggest that these regions of human mtDNA have evolved, to some extent, independently of protein function at the level of the genome. These ®ndings have important implications for our understanding of mtDNA genome evolution and mtDNA disease. This may provide part of the explanation for the varied phylogenetic and familybased mutation rates that have been measured in different regions of mtDNA (11) , and also explain why the rate of mtDNA mutation (the so-called`molecular clock') varies from study to study (8±11). It is intriguing that the category 3 segments generally occurred towards either end of the proteinencoding genes, but we currently cannot see a clear reason for this interesting observation. Further studies are required to con®rm these observations and to determine the mechanism responsible for this non-uniform mutation rate. This will require extensive mtDNA sequence analysis carried out in the human population, on patients with mtDNA disease, or on single cells looking for rare somatic mutations. The analysis is the same as that in Table 6 , but only includes data from synonymous mutations in codon position 3 in the protein coding genes, excluding the overlapping gene sections where no unique codon position can be assigned. The category 2 segments contained very little protein coding mtDNA, so they can have very few synonymous mutations and are not included in this analysis. The normalization constants used to calculate the mutation intensities were 291/ 3581 for the MitoMap data and 4952/(3581 3 646) for the mtDB data. The mutation intensity for guanine in category 3 segments is very high compared to the other nucleotides and to guanine in the other segmentation categories (bold type). Since synonymous mutations should not be affected by selection pressures, this indicates that the guanine mutation rate varies with sequence position and is highest in the category 3 segments.
